By using the gravity equation for quantum mechanical systems that takes into account the non-local interaction of the quantum potential the paper derives the quantization of the graviton in the limit of weak gravity. The output of the theory shows that, in the non-Minkowskian quantum approach proposed, where the coupling between the gravitational equation and the field is explicitly defined, a massless boson field can be associated to the graviton. The paper shows that the commutation relations of the metric tensor of the gravitational waves can be analytically derived by the quantization of the associated graviton field.
Introduction
The definition of a satisfying quantum gravity [1] requires a clear and not-contradictory connection between the quantum fields theory (QFT) and the general relativity. The problem has come to a partial solution in the semiclassical approximation, where the energy-impulse tensor density (EITD) is substituted by its expectation value, leading to the explanation of the Hawking radiation and BH evaporation [2] - [7] . But this is far from being the real solution of the problem since this approach does not introduce into the classical gravity the non-local interaction of the quantum mechanics whose most important expressions are the quantum uncertainty and the coherent evolution of the quantum Open Access Library Journal superposition of states. In one word, the Einstein equation is not able to support the quantum evolution of state and to describe a self-consistent quantum gravitational physics.
The difficulties become clear in the so called cosmological constant (CC) problem that Einstein added to its equation to give stability to the solution of universe evolution. The introduction, by hand, of the cosmological constant was then refused by Einstein himself as the "biggest mistake of my life" [8] . Actually, the CC is basically assumed by semiempirical arguments [1] as a pressure term in the EITD of the Einstein equation. Moreover, for classical bodies the EITD is also defined in a semiempirical way [9] without any analytical connection with the quantum fields that originate the matter. As discussed by Thiemann [10] , this connection cannot be build up by simply replacing the EITD with its Minkowski expectation value. If we do so, we end with a non-Minkowskian metric tensor that has to feed back into the vacuum expectation value and so on with the iteration that does not converge in general.
Due to this undefined connection between the gravity equation (GE) and the particle fields, the integration between QFT and the GE is under intense theoretical investigation. As analytically discussed by Rugh and Zinkernagel [1] , there is a defined convincement in the scientific community about the solution of the problem that can be achieved by the inspection of three items.
1) Definition of an adequate new gravity equation (GE) that takes into ac-
count the quantum non-local interaction;
2) Definition of the QFT at high energies;
3) Definition of the link between the GE and the QFT.
At glance with the point one, by using the principle of minimum action, the author has derived a GE from the hydrodynamic representation of quantum mechanics [11] that contains the non-local interactions of the quantum mechanics and gives an analytical connection with the quantum fields that are present in the space-time [12] .
The modified quantum mechanical gravity equation (QMGE)) [11] , takes into account the non-local interaction through the quantum potential, a kinetic form of energy, that in addition to the classical energies defines the physical evolution and, hence, contributes to the space-time curvature. The quantum potential contribution gives rise to a cosmological energy-impulse tensor density (CEITD) that in the classical limit reduces to the constant (i.e., the cosmological one). The CEITD has the remarkable feature of possibly leading to the reduction of the discrepancy between the enormous cosmological constant value deriving by the zero-point vacuum energy density of the QFT (uniformly distributed into the space, following the prescription of the Einstein gravity equation (EGE)) with respect the observed one deriving by the astronomical observations [13] [14] . Moreover, due to the properties of the quantum potential, in the quasi-Minkowskian limit the proposed modified QMGE leads to a renormalizable gravity [12] at glance with the QFT. Open Access Library Journal
Since the QMGE contains the explicit coupling with the quantum fields, the commutation rules for the metric tensor remains defined as a consequence of the field quantization commutators. In this paper the QMGE equation is used to derive the commutations rules for the quantization of the metric e tensor in the case of massless gravitons.
The Coupling of the QMGE with Quantum Fields
The QMGE, that includes the quantum potential energy for the definition of the space-time geometry, derived in [11] , reads ( )
where
where L p q (8)- (9)) and where the cosmological energy-impulse tensor
For k-plane waves, Equation (4) reads
where ψ obeys to the Klein Gordon equation (KGE) that in the hydrodynamic representation leads to the system of equations [11] [12] ( ) 
The Energy-Impulse Tensor Density of Boson Field
In order to quantize the (scalar uncharged) field ψ obeying to the free KGE in the non-Minkowskian geometry defined by the QMGE (1), we need to express the energy impulse tensor density (EITD) in (1) as a function of such field ψ that by using the expression (3), for the Fourier superposition of plane waves, see [12] ( ) ( )
In the case of quantized fields n a and * n a are quantum operators [12] .
The Graviton in the Hydrodynamic GE
In the hydrodynamic quantum gravity approach, the fields generate quantized
EITDs that define stationary geometries of the space-time. Moreover, when such fields are quantized and the EITD, on the right side of the QMGE, becomes a quantum operator [12] , also the curvature tensor on the left side acquires the properties of a quantum operator.
This also happens for massless particles such as the photon.
As we can check at the end, the graviton can be assumed massless in the limit of quasi-Minkowskian space-time curvature wave. The massless condition can be implemented by requiring the null trace of the Ricci tensor (i.e., scalar curvature) in the QMGE that reads
If for the photon the field is given by the EM vector potential, for the graviton, where only the gravitational interaction is considered, the boson field can be defined as that one that produces the space-time wave curvature. This assumption is retained by assuming a principle of "specularity" between fields and space-time geometry in general relativity by which any presence of particle (field) generates a space-time curvature and, vice versa, any space-time curvature owns a field (i.e., a particle (even massless)).
In the following we are going to show that the graviton can be described by a 
The Lagrangean and the energy impulse tensor density for αβ ψ , obeying to 
The energy-impulse tensor density of the field αβ ψ (21) in the low gravity limit [12] (by using (A1) in Appendix A) reads ( ) 
Moreover, by comparing (25) with the relation between the Ricci tensor and the metric tensor of weak gravitational waves [16] 
so that for the graviton field we obtain correctly gives the energy-impulse pseudo-tensor of the plane waves of gravitational field (we do not need to distinguish between matter fields EITD and gravitational energy-impulse pseudo-tensor density given that also the gravity has its own field).
The dependence of the graviton field amplitude by ω must not surprise ourselves given that the EITD increases larger is the frequency of its waves.
Moreover, given that for the KGE it holds that 
Quantization of Gravitational Waves
The quantization of the graviton field µν 
That, at the zero order, reads Ap- pendix B) that, in the limit of weak gravitational waves, are given by those of the zero order of the Minkowskian case.
, 0
where 
Thence, given the graviton field tensor
it follows that the field Hamiltonian reads [16] ( )
that by the commutator identity
can be recognized as the sum of harmonic oscillators of energy 
the quantization rule reads
that for the metric tensor wave leads to ( ) 
Conclusions
By using the gravity equation that takes into account the non-local interaction of the quantum potential, the commutation rules for the quantization of the graviton field in the limit of weak gravity has been derived.
In the non-Minkowskian quantum approach proposed, where the coupling between the gravitational equation and the fields is explicitly defined, a massless boson field can be associated to the graviton. The paper shows that the commutation relations of the metric tensor of the gravitational waves can be analytically derived by those of the associated graviton field.
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